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TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS OF A GRADIENT SYSTEM:
SOLUTIONS WITH A PRESCRIBED WINDING NUMBER. I

DAVID TERMAN

ABSTRACT. Consideration is given to a system of equations of the form

ut = uXx + Vf(ti), u £ R2. In a previous paper [6], conditions of F were

given which guarantee that the system possesses infinitely many traveling wave

solutions. The solutions are now characterized by how many times they wind

around in phase space. A winding number for solutions is defined. It is demon-

strated that for each positive integer K, there exists at least two traveling wave

solutions, each with winding number K or K + 1.

I. Introduction.

A. Statement of the problem. Consider the system of reaction-diffusion equations

,1A1N Uyt = Uyxx +fy(uy,U2),

11A-1J ,  I { \
U2t = U2xx + f2(Uy,U2)

where uy and u2 are functions of (x,f) e R x R+. We assume that fy and f2 are

derived from some potential. That is, there exists a function F e C2(R2) such that

dF
(1A.2) fi(uy,U2) = — (uy,U2), 1 = 1,2,

for each (uy,u2) e R2. By a traveling wave solution of (1A.1) we mean a noncon-

stant, bounded solution of the form

(Uy(x,t),U2(x,t)) = (Uy(z),U2(z)), Z = X + 0t.

A traveling wave solution corresponds to a solution which appears to be traveling

with constant shape and velocity.

We wish to assume that F looks something like what is shown in Figure 1. Precise

assumptions on F will be given shortly. For now we assume that F has at least three

local maxima. These are at (uy,u2) = A,B, and C where F(A) < F(B) < F(C).

We will be interested in traveling wave solutions which satisfy

(1A.3) lim (Uy(z),U2(z))=A   and      lim (Uy(z),U2(z)) = B.
Z—. — OO Z—.-TCO

Motivation for studying this problem is given in §1E.

Note that if (Uy(z),U2(z)) is a traveling wave solution and (Vy(z),V2(z)) =

(U'y(z),U2(z)), then (Uy,Vy,U2,V2) satisfies the system

flA4) U[=Vy,      V[ = dVy-FVl(Uy,U2),
' u'2 = v2,   vi = ev2-FU2(Uy,u2).
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Figure i

We are interested in solutions which satisfy

(1A.5)       lim   (Uy,U2,Vy,V2) = (A,0)    and       lim  (Uy,U2,Vy,V2) = (B,0).
Z—. — OO z—» + oo

Here, 0 = (0,0).

In [6] it is proved that under certain assumptions on F, which are given shortly,

there exists infinitely many traveling wave solutions of (1A.1) which satisfy (1A.3).

We now wish to characterize the solutions of (1A.4), (1A.5) by their nodal prop-

erties. We shall define a notion of winding number and prove that for each non-

negative integer K there exists a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5) with winding number

K. The proof of this result is split into two papers. In this paper we reduce the

problem of finding a traveling wave solution with a prescribed winding number to

a purely algebraic problem. In a later paper [7], we solve the algebraic problem.

B. Assumptions on F. The assumptions we make on F are precisely those made

in [6]. These assumptions are

(Fl) FeC2(R2),

(F2) F has at least three nondegenerate local maxima. These are at A =

(Ay,A2), B = (By,B2) and C = (Cy,C2). F has at least two saddles. These

are at D = (Dy,D2) and E= (Ey,E2).

(F3) F(A) < F(B) < F(C) and By < Dy < Ay < Ey < Cy. Moreover, there

exists an ao such that if a is any critical point of F with a £ {A, B, C}, then

F(a) < F(A) — ao- For convenience, we assume that F(A) = 0 and A = (0,0).

(F4) There exists W such that if K < W, then {U: F(u) > K} is convex.

(F5) If Vy = Dy or Ey, then dFy/dVy(Vy,V2) = 0 for all U2 e R.

(F6) Let U = (Uy,U2), V = (Vy,V2), and

Ny={U:F(U)>W},    Xy={UeNy.Uy<Dy},

X2 = {UeNy.Dy<Uy< Ey},    X3 = {UeNy.Ey< Uy}.

Suppose that (U(z), V(z)) is a bounded solution of (1A.4) with 0 = 0 which satisfies,

for i = 1,2, or 3,

(a) U(z) e Xi for all zeR,

(b) F(U(z)) > F(A) - a0 for some z e R,

where ao was defined in (F3). Then U(z) is identically equal to one of the critical

points A, B, or C, and V(z) = 0 for all z ER.

Remarks concerning these assumptions were given in [6].
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C. The winding number. Let

PD = {(U,V):Uy=Dy,Vy=0}    and    PE = {(U,V): Uy = Ey,Vy =0}.

Then Pd and Pe are two dimensional subsets of the four dimensional phase space.

We wish to count the number of times solutions of (1A.4), (1A.5) wind around Pd

and Pe- Perhaps the most important property of Pd and PE is

PROPOSITION IC.1. Pd and Pe are invariant with respect to the flow given

by (1A.4).  That is, if (Uy(z0),U2(z0),Vy(zo),V2(zo)) € Pd(Pe) for some z0, then

(Uy(z),U2(z),Vy(z),V2(z)) e Pd(Pe) for all z ER.

PROOF. From (1A.4) and (F5) we conclude that on PD or PE, U[ = Vy = 0 and

V{ = OVy - Fu, (Uy,U2) = 0. These two equalities prove the proposition.

An immediate consequence of this last result is

COROLLARY 1C2.   If(U(z),V(z)) is a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5), then

(U(z),V(z))(£PdUPe   for all z.

It now makes sense to count the number of times a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5)

winds around Pd and Pe- This is done as follows. Let

Qo = {(U,V):Uy=Dy,Vy < 0, andUeNy},

Qe = {(U,V): Uy =Ey,Vy > 0, andUeNy}.

DEFINITION. Suppose that (U(z),V(z)) is a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5). The

winding number of U is defined as

(1C.1) h(U) = card{z: (U(z),V(z)) eQDUQ£}.

By cardX we mean the cardinality of the set X.

REMARK 1. We can also define h(U) if (U(z),V(z)) is just a solution of (1A.4)

with lim.s__00(r/(z), V(z)) = (A, 0). The definition is, again, (1C.1).

REMARK 2. Our notion of winding number may seem complicated because it

involves trajectories in four dimensional phase space. However, one can compute

the winding number by just considering U(z) in the two dimensional state space.

Recall that h(U) equals the number of times (U(z), V(z)) intersects Qd and Qe-

From the definitions it follows that (U(zo), V(zo)) e Qd if and only if Uy(zp) = Dy

and at zq, U(z) crosses

(lC.2a) lD = {(Uy,U2):Uy=Dy}

from right to left. Similarly, (U(z0), V(zo)) € Qe if and only if Vy(z0) = Ey and at

zo, U(z) crosses

(lC.2b) lE = {(Uy, U2):Uy=Ey}

from left to right.

D. The main result. Our main result is

THEOREM. Let K be any positive integer. Then there exists a traveling wave

solution U(z) of (1A.1), (1A.3) such that either h(U) = K or h(U) = K + 1.

As we mentioned earlier this theorem is proved in two parts. In this paper we

reduce the proof of the theorem to a purely algebraic problem. In [7] we solve the

algebraic problem.
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REMARK 1. The fact that we have either h(U) = K or h(U) = K + 1 may

be disturbing, because one would expect there to exist a traveling wave solution

such that h(U) = K. The reason that we obtain the weaker result is that we are

counting the number of times the solution winds around two objects, namely Pd

and Pe-

REMARK 2. We actually prove that for each integer K there exists at least two

traveling wave solutions, each with winding number K or K + 1.

E. Motivation and outline of the proof. In this paper we extend the results of

many previous papers. In [1, p. 73], Conley proved the existence of at least one

traveling wave solution for a certain class of gradient systems. Conley's proof was

based on his generalization of Morse theory. The techniques developed in this

paper are an extension, or refinement, of the Conley index. Another extension

of Conley's theory is the connection matrix, see [2, 3, and 4]. The connection

matrix has been used by Mischaikow [3] and Reinick [4] to prove the existence of

traveling wave solutions for certain gradient systems. While the connection matrix

is a beautiful theory which applies to very general problems, it does not contain the

refined information needed about a given flow to obtain the results of this paper;

that is, to characterize the solutions by a winding number.

There are also some technical problems in applying the connection matrix to the

problem we consider. For example, we do not assume that the set of wave speeds

9 for which there exists a traveling wave solution is discrete. It is conceivable that

for every 9 > 0 there exists a traveling wave solution with speed 9, but the set of

connecting orbits in phase space is topologically small. In such a situation there are

uncountably many traveling wave solutions, but it is more difficult to prove that

for each integer K, there exists a traveling wave solution with winding number K.

In [8, 9] we use the techniques developed in this paper to prove the existence of

infinitely many radial solutions of elliptic equations of the form

Aui +/i(ui,u2) = 0,        Au2 + f2(uy,u2) = 0

where (fy,f2) satisfy (1A.2) and F(uy,u2) satisfies (F1)-(F6). We also prove that

for each positive integer K, there exists a radial solution with winding number K or

K + 1. We reduce the proof of that result to the same algebraic problems obtained

in this paper. The radial solution problem is technically more difficult than the

traveling wave problem. The geometrical construction given in this paper is also

more straightforward than that given in [8, 9].

This paper generalizes many of the results in [5] where we prove the existence

of traveling wave solutions for the scalar equation ut = uxx + f(u). Very few

assumptions are made on f(u). In order to motivate the proof given in this paper,

we shall briefly discuss the main ideas developed in [5].

A traveling wave solution of the scalar equation satisfies the system of ordinary

differential equations

(1E.1) u! = v,        v' = Ov - f(u).

For each 9 for which there does not exist a traveling wave solution we assign an

algebraic object, which we denote by A(9). In [5], A(9) was an array of positive

integers. It had the property that if 90 < 9y and A(9o) # A(9y), then there must

exist a traveling wave solution for some 9 e (9o,8y). In order to prove the existence

of infinitely many traveling wave solutions we needed to compute three things.
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These are

(a)    A(9°) for 9° very large,

(1E.2) (b)    some property of A(90) for 0 < 90 < 1,

(c)    a formula which relates A(9y + 8) with A(9y — 8).

Here we assume that there exists a traveling wave solution with speed 9y and there

does not exist any traveling wave solution with speed 9 HO <\9 — 9y\ <8.

The steps in proving the existence of infinitely many traveling wave solutions

are the following. First we use (lE.2a) and (lE.2b) to show that A(9°) ^ A(90).

This implies that there exist at least one traveling wave solution. Let 9y =

sup{0: there exists a traveling wave solution with speed 9}. Assume that for some

6 > 0, there are no traveling wave solution with speed 9 such that 0 < \9 — 0y\ < 8.

Then A(9y +8) = A(9°). Using (lE.2c) we compute A(9y -8). If A(9y -8) ^ A(90),
then there must exist another traveling wave solution with speed 92 e (9o,9y — 8).

Continuing this process, we were able to show that in many cases there does exist

infinitely many traveling wave solutions.

We point out that, in general, one cannot compute A(9o) explicitly for small 0n.

This is because if there does exist infinitely many traveling wave solutions, then

their wave speeds will converge to 9 = 0. Hence, A(9) will change infinitely often

as 0^0.
The program just outlined is carried out in this paper for the system of equations

(1A.1). For A(9) we use an element of the free group on four elements. The formula

for A(9°), 9° > 1, is given in §4B. The property of A(90), 0 < 90 < 1, used is

given in Proposition 2.5. Actually, Proposition 2.5 is a geometric statement about

the winding number of trajectories in phase space for 9 small. This geometric

statement is converted into an algebraic statement in [6, Proposition 5A.1] and [7,

Proposition 1E.1]. Finally, the formula for how A(9) changes after a solution is

given in Proposition 4D.1.

The major technical difficulty in applying this program to systems is that the set

of wave speeds may not be discrete. Hence, the algebraic invariant cannot depend

on just the wave speeds 9. Hopefully, this will help motivate some of the later

constructions, particularly Proposition 3.4.

What we have discussed so far is just used to prove the existence of infinitely

many traveling wave solutions. To actually characterize the solutions by a winding

number, we need a formula which relates the winding number of a solution with

the algebraic invariants. This formula is derived in §4E.

In this paper we use the notation and results presented in [6]. This material is

reviewed in §2.

F. The algebraic problem. In this section we simply state the algebraic problem

which we reduce the proof of the theorem to.

Let F4 be the set of words on the four elements {a, {3,7,8}. That is, if T e F4,

then we can express T as

(1F.1) r = Xey'Xe22 ■••A^

where, for such i, Xi e {a, /?, 7,8} and e, e { — 1,1}.

For r 6 F4, let T* equal the subset of F4 of all elements which upon cancellations

equal T. For example, if T = a/3, then a2/?/?"1**-1/? <E T*.
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If T G F4 is given by (1E.1), let

K

(1F-2) w(r) = 5>
i=l

and

j

(if.3) |r|=  sup y^a.
— —   t=i

Actually, to state the algebraic problem we must define another integer ||r|| for

r G 7*4. We are not able to define this now because it is necessary to develop quite

a bit of the algebraic theory first. For now, we assume that ||r|| is well defined. It

will be defined in [7, Formula 2.7]. We point out that if T e F4, then ||r|| < |r|.

We now state the algebraic problem.

PROPOSITION 1F.1.   Lef {Tk}, k = 1,2,..., be an infinite sequence of elements

of F4 which satisfy

(a)ry=p1-\
(b) for each positive integer M there exists K such that if k > K, then \\Tk[[ >

M,
(c) for each k there exists Ta,^b G F4 and an integer r such that TaTb G T^

andTA(ap31-16~1YrB eTl+1.

Let hk = u(Tjy).  Then for each positive integer K there exists k such that either

hk= K or hk = K + 1.

REMARK. In (c), by Ta^b we mean the following. If

rA = XVX? ..-AS?    and   rB =riy42 " 'VfjJ,

then
V Arn — Xei ■ ■ ■ \eKrff1 ■ ■ ■ r>IJi Ai b — ax   ■■■*Krli        nj •

2. Summary of the results in [6].  In this section we recall the results needed

from [6]. We do not prove the results here.

Recall the sets Ny, Pd and Pe defined in the previous section. Let

N2 = {(U,V):UeNy,[\V\\<V}

where V is a large constant to be determined. Let TV = N2\(Pd U Pe). In [6] we

proved that if V is sufficiently large, then all bounded solutions of (1A.4) lie in TV2,

Together with Corollary 1C.2, this implies that all solutions of (1A.4), (1A.5) lie in

TV.
In [6] we proved

LEMMA 2.1.   There exists T such that no solutions of (1A.4), (1A.5) exist for

9>T.

Let

(2.1) H(U,V) = \\V\\2/2 + F(U).

On a solution, (U(z),V(z)), let H(z) = H(U(z),V(z)). One easily checks that on

a solution,

(2.2) 77'(*)=c?r||2.
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Figure 2

Hence, H(z) is increasing on a solution if 9 > 0. If (U(z),V(z)) satisfies (1A.5),

then

(2.3) lim   H(z) = F(A)    and      lim   77(z) = F(B).
Z—. — 00 Z—. + 00

One consequence is that on a solution of (1A.4), (1A.5), we have H(z) < F(B).

This implies that there exists 8 > 0 such that if (U(z), V(z)) is a solution of (1A.4),

(1A.5), then for all z,

U(z)(£Cs={U:\[U-C\\<8}.

Hence the values of F(U) in Cg do not matter if we are only interested in solutions

of (1A.4), (1A.5). In particular, F(U) may be assumed to be arbitrarily large in Cg.

In [6] we showed that we can choose F(U) to be so large in Cg that if 9 < T and

limz^-00(U(z),V(z)) = (A, 0), then U(z) ^ C for all z, and lim^oo U(z) ^ C.

In [6] we then studied

WeA = unstable manifold at (A, 0) for a particular 9.

We showed that for each 9, dimW^ = 2. Moreover, from the Stable Manifold

Theorem,

PROPOSITION 2.2. TVear (A,0), W\ is a C2 injectively immersed, two dimen-

sional manifold. Moreover, the tangent space to W6A at (A, 0) is the linear subspace

spanned by the two eigenvectors corresponding to the positive eigenvalues of the lin-

earized equations at (A, 0).

An important consequence of this proposition is

PROPOSITION 2.3. There exists 8 > 0 such that if Ag = {U: [[A - U\[ = 8},
then for each 9,

(a) for each Uo G As, there exists a unique Vo G R2 such that (Uo, Vo) G WeA,

(b) if (U(z),V(z)) is any nontrivial trajectory in WA, then there exists a unique

Zo such that U(zq) G Ag.

This proposition implies that for each 9 we may parametrize the nontrivial tra-

jectories in W6A by the points in Ag. Let us parametrize the points in Ag by the

angle <p as shown in Figure 2.
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Let

Dy = {(ip,9):0<<p<2n, 0<9<T}.

To each (<p,9) G Dy, there corresponds a unique trajectory in WA. If (9,<p) = d,

then we denote this trajectory by 7(d)(2) = (U(d)(z),V(d)(z)). Here, z is the

independent variable along the trajectory. For d G Dy, let h(d) = h(U(d)) where

h(U(d)) was defined in §1C.

Crucial to the proof of the theorem is the following result proved in [1].

PROPOSITION 2.5. Given M, there exists 9M such that if 0 < 9 < 9M, 0 <

<p < 2tt, d = (ip,9) and U(d)(z) = B for some z, then h(d) > M.

The next step in [6] was to define an algebraic invariant. To do this we first need

LEMMA 2.6. Fix 9 e [0,7] and q G dX2 where X2 was defined in (1B.1).
Then there exists <p = <p(9,q) such that U(<p(9,q),9)(zo) = q for some zo, and

U(<p(9,q),9)(z) e X2 for z < zo- Moreover, <p(9,q) can be chosen to depend con-

tinuously on 9 and q.

Let gi and q2 be any points of dX2 as shown in Figure 2. That is, qy is on the

top side of TVi and q2 is on the bottom side. Choose continuous functions tpy (9)

and <p2(0) such that for i = 1,2, U(<pi(9),9)(z) leaves X2 through qi. We assume,

without loss of generality, that <py(9) < <p2(9) for each 9.

Let

D = {(<p,e)eDi:<Pi(9)<<P<<P2(0)},

X = {deD: 7(d)(2) -> (B, 0) as z -> 00},

Y = D\X.

Then X corresponds to solutions of (1A.4), (1A.5). We are trying to prove that for

each K there exists x G X such that either h(x) = K or h(x) = K + 1.

Suppose that y G Y. We claim that 7(2/)(z) must leave TV. Because H(z) is

increasing on solutions, if 7(2/) (z) does not leave TV, then either Hindoo 7(d)(2) =

(75,0) or lmTj-.oo 7(d)(2) = (C, 0). By the definition of Y, we cannot have

limz_*oo 7(d)(2) = (5, 0). Moreover, we chose F(C) so large that if d G D, then

U(d)(z) ^ C for all 2 and lim2_00 U(d)(z) ^ C. Hence, 7(d)(2) must leave TV.

Let

£ = {(U,V) e dN\(PDUPE): \\V\\ < V}.

In [6] we showed that V can be chosen so large that if y G Y, then i(y)(z) must

leave TV through £. Hence, we have a mapping A: Y —► £ defined by A(y) equals

the place where i(y)(z) leaves TV. In [1], we showed that A is continuous.

Let 7 be the unit interval and Q the set of functions g: I —* Y such that

(a) g is continuous,

(b)g(0)e{(<p,9):tp = <py(9)},
(c)g(l)e{(p,9):ip = oo2(9)}.

Ii g e Q, then we have a continuous map Aoj: 7 —► £.

Note that £ is topologically an annulus with four holes removed. We now define

two algebraic objects, T*(g) and T(g), which indicate how the curve (Aog)(I) winds

around the four holes. They will be elements of F4, the set of words on the four

elements a, 0, 7, and 8.
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We begin with some notation. For convenience we assume that TVj is the square

Ny = {(Uy,U2): \Uy[<W,\U2\<W}.

Let

£y = {(U,V) e £ : Uy > Ey},

£2 = {(U,V)e£:Dy <Uy <Ey,U2=W},

£3 = {(U,V)e£:Uy<Dy},

£4 = {(U, V)e£:Dy<Uy<Ey,U2 = -W},

h-lt- {(U,V): Uy = Ey,U2 = W,0 <Vy< V},

h =C = {(U,V): Uy = Ey,  U2 = W,-V < Vy < 0},

h = l+ = {(U, V):Uy=Dy,U2=W,0<Vy< V},

l4 = l~ = {(£/, V):Uy=Dy,U2 = W, -V<Vy<0},

k = l+ = {(U,V): Uy = Dy,U2 = -W,0 <Vy< V},

h = l'= {(U,V): Uy = Dy,U2 = -W,-V <Vy< 0},

h = If = {(U,V): Uy = Ey,U2 = -W,0 <Vy< V},

Is - lj = {(U,V):Uy=Ey,U2 = -W, -V < Vy < 0}.

Assume that ge Q, choose r\k e [0,1], k = 1,2,..., K, such that

(a) 771 = 0, nK = 1,

(b) nk < r)k+y for all fc,

(cHAogX^eU^iSforallfc,
(d) (A o g)(rjk, Vk+i) intersects at most one of the line segments U,i = l,..., 8,

for each fc.

We refer to n* = {ni,... ,/?/<•} as a ^-partition.   It is not hard to prove that a

g-partition does exist.
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To define T*(g,rj*), we must first define

(2.3) Xk = X(rlk)e{a,p,1,8}    and    ek = e(nk) g {-1,0,1}.

These quantities are determined by the following table. In Table 1, we let, for s G

[0,1], $(s) = (Ao<7)(s). For each case not shown in the chart we let ek = e(r)k) = 0.

For this case we do not define Xk = X(r]k) because, as we shall see, since ek = 0 the

choice of A^ does not matter. Then define

t=i

TABLE 1

*./    \ r-    x.i        \ r-     $(") crosses . ,        ,      ,        .
»fo)e     *(r,k+y)e ("torri€{rjk^k+i)     A(,fc+1)    e(nk+1)

£2 £1 1+ a 1

£1 £2 It a -1

£2 £3 lp P 1

£3 £2 lp 0-1

£3 £4 l~ 7-1

£4 £3 l^ 7 1

£4 £y 1+ 8 1

£y £4 If 8-1
Let T(g) equal T*(g,r)*) with all cancellations. In [6] we showed that T(g) does

not depend on the (/-partition 77*. Let T*(g) be the subset of F4 consisting of all

elements, which yield, after all cancellations, T(g). Figure 3 is an example. In the

figure, fk = $(/?*)• Then

T*(g,r1*) = aa-1aP1-18-1    and   T(g) = a^H'1.

Recall that for each d = (<p,9) e D there corresponds a trajectory 7(d)(2) G WeA.

Moreover there is a winding number, h(d), which counts the number of times 7(d)(2)

winds around Pd and Pe- Suppose tht g(s) G Q and so G 7. In [1] we derived

a formula for hy(so) = h(g(so)) in terms of T*(g,rj*) for some g-partition rf. To

describe this result we need some notation.

Suppose that T e F4 is given by T = Af1 ■ • • Xe/ where each A; G {a, /?, 7,8} and

ei G {-1,1}- Let

w(r) = X>
t=i

Let g G Q and rf be a ^-partition. Define the map A(g,n*): 7 —► F4 as follows.

Suppose that 77* = {771,..., r\K} and r\k< s < r)k+1. Then define

A(g,V*)(s) = f[K'=K1'-Kk-
1=1

The Ai and e^ are defined as in (2.3) and Table 1. Finally, define Ai (g, 77*): 7 —* Z+,

where Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers, by

Ay(g,ri*)(s) = [woA(g,r,*)](s).
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In [6], we prove

PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume that g e Q, rf = {771,.. .,r\K) is a g-partition,

and rjk < so < r)k+y.  Then either

hy(so) = Ay(g,v*)(Vk)    or   hy(s0) = Ay(g,r)*)(r]k+1).

3. Properties of X. In this section we prove some important properties of

the set X which, as we recall, are the points in D which correspond to solutions

of (1A.4), (1A.5). One cannot expect X to be too "large" because for each 9, the

dimension of the unstable manifold at (A, 0) is two and the dimension of the stable

manifold (B, 0) is two. One does not expect two, two dimensional manifolds to

intersect very often in four dimensional phase space. On the other hand, there

is a lot of room in R4, so the set of connecting orbits may be infinite, but still

topologically small. This may not seem like much of a problem, because we would

like to have an infinite number of solutions, however we are also trying to prove the

existence of a solution with a prescribed winding number. The proof of this last

result becomes more difficult if the set of solutions is too bizarre.

LEMMA 3.1. Given xq G X there exists8(xo) such that ifx G X and[[x—xo[[ <

8(xo), then h(x) = h(xo).

Proof. Let

S = {U:F(U)>\F(D)}C\Xy,

d = snp{Uy.(Uy,U2)eS},

d0 = Dy - d,

B1 = {U:\\B-U\\<1}    for7>0.

Assume that xo = (<Po!#o)- Choose 7 > 0 so that

1<\(By+d), B^CS,

and in Bn,

(3.1) F(U) > F(B) - (d0/V)(±90)[F(D)\.

Now U(xo)(z) crosses Id and Ie h(xo) times, enters B1 and then approaches B

as 2 —* 00. By continuous dependence there exists 61 such that if ||xi — xo|| <

8y, then U(xy)(z) crosses Id and Ie h(xo) times and then enters B~,. Hence, if

\[xy —xo[[ < 8y, then h(xy) > h(xo). So suppose ||xi — xo\[ < 8y and h(xy) > h(xo).

Let xy = (<py,9y). We assume that 8y is so small that 9y > |0n.

Because h(xy) > h(xo), after U(xy)(z) crosses Id and lE h(xo) times and enters

B1 it must leave B1 and cross Id again. Suppose that U(xy)(z) leaves Bn at z = zy

and then crosses Id at 2 = z2. We wish to estimate the change in 77(2) from 2 = 21

to 2 = 22. Recall that

(3.2) H'(z) = 9y[\V(z)\[2>(90/2)[[V(z)\[2.

Because B1 c 5 we can choose 23 G (21,22) such that U(xy)(z) leaves S at 23. For

ze (23,22),

F(U)<\F(D) = -\[F(D)[
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since, by assumption, F(D) < F(A) = 0. Now, because 77(2) > F(A) = 0,

H(z) = \[V(z)[[2/2 + F(U(z))>0.

Therefore,

(3-3) ][V(z)\\2>\F(D)[    iorze(z3,z2).

We now estimate 22 - 23. Since Uy(xy)(z2) = Dy and Uy(xy)(z3) < d it follows

that

Uy(Xy)(z2) - Uy(xy)(z3) > d0.

Moreover, as long as 7(xi)(2) G TV, we have ||V(z)|| < V. It then follows that

(3.4) 22 - 23 > d0/V.

Therefore, from (3.2)-(3.4),

(3.5) 77(22) - H(z3) = j* H'(z) dz > e-^\F(D)\.

Let z4 = sup{2: U(xy)(z) G B^}. Clearly, z4 > z2. Then from (3.1) and (3.5),

77(24) = 77(2i) + 77(24) - H(Zy) > 77(2!) + [H(z2) - 77(23)]

>F(B)-^\F(D)\ + ^\F(D)\>F(B).

This is impossible because limz-too^(xy)(z) = (B,0) implies that 77(2) < F(B)

for all 2.

LEMMA 3.2.  X is a closed subset of D.

PROOF. This is equivalent to showing that Y is an open subset of D. How-

ever, if 2/0 e Y, then 7(2/0X2) leaves TV. By continuous dependence of solutions,

all trajectories near 7(2/0)(z) leave TV. In particular, there exists 8 such that if

]\y ~ 2/o 11 < b, then i(y)(z) leaves TV. Therefore, Y is open.

COROLLARY 3.3. Fix fc > 0 and let Zk = {x e X: h(x) = fc}. Then Zk is

compact.

PROOF. From the previous two results we know that Zk is closed. Proposition

2.5 implies that there exists 90 > 0 such that if x = (ip, 9) G Zk, then 9 > 90. This

proves the result.

We now prove the most important result of this section.

PROPOSITION 3.4. X can be written as a countable, disjoint union, X = Xy U

X2 U • • ■ , such that for each fc,

(a) Xk is a compact subset of D,

(b) if xy,x2 e Xk, then h(xy) = h(x2),

(c) there exist mutually disjoint, closed curves Ck C Y such that

(i) Xk lies in the disc bounded by Ck,

(ii) for each y eCk, there exists x G Xk with [\y — x[[ < 8k.

REMARKS. (1) We do not claim that if x G Xk, then h(x) = fc.

(2) It is possible that there exists i ^ j such that if Xy G Xi and x2 G Xj, then

h(xy) = h(x2).
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PROOF. Let Zk = {x e X: h(x) = fc}. From Proposition 2.5, there exists

9k > 0 such that if x = (<p,9) e Zk, then 9 > 9k. By compactness and continuous

dependence, it follows that for each fc there exists 8k > 0 such that 8(x) > 8k for

each x e Zk.

Suppose that Zk = ZklU Zk2 U • • • U Zkn where

(a) if xy e Zki and x2 G Zkj for i ^ /, then [\xy — x2[[ > 8k,

(b) if xy e Zki and x2 G Zki, then there exists di = xy,d2,...,dn = x2 such

that each di G Zki and ||dj - dj+i|| < 8k for each i.

To complete the proof we must show that there exist mutually disjoint closed

curves Ckj C Y such that for each fc, j,

(a) Zkj lies in the disc bounded by Ckj,

(b) ii y e Ckj, then there exists x G Zkj such that ||a; - y\[ < 8k-

The proof of this last result is straightforward, so we do not give the details.

REMARK. (1) It is possible that one of the GVs lies inside another. We only
consider those GVs which do not lie inside another one. We order the GVs so that

if i < j, then

sup{0: (<p,9) e Ci} > snp{9: (<p,9) G Cj}.

(2) The constants 8k appearing in the proposition will be chosen later.

In Figure 4 we illustrate the AVs and GVs. We assume, for convenience, in

Figure 4 that <py(9) = 0 and <p2(9) = rr for each 9 G [0,T]. The Ik shown in Figure

4 will be defined in the next section.

4. Reduction to the algebraic problem.

A. The basic set up. Let Q be the set of continuous functions g: [0,1] —► Y

described in §2. Let {Ik} be a sequence of functions in Q such that

(a)    7i(s) = ((1 - s)ooy(T) + s<p2(T),T) for s G [0,1].

(4A 11      ^)    Ik(s) separates D into two regions. The "top" half contains

Cy,..., Ck-y, and the "bottom half" contains Ck, Ck+y,_

(c)     sup{0: Ik(s) = (<p,9) for some s} < sup{0: (<p,9) G Ck] + 1/fc.
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To each Ik there corresponds the algebraic objects T*(Ik) and T(Ik). These were

defined in §2. Let Tk = T(Ik) and hk = h(x) for any x G Xk. Because xy,x2 G Xk

implies h(xy) = h(x2), it follows that hk is well defined.

Theorem 1 is equivalent to proving

PROPOSITION 4 A. 1. For each positive integer K there exists k such that either

hk = K or hk = K + 1.

In this section we show that the sequence {Tk} satisfies (a)-(c) of Proposition

1F.1. Moreover, TA can be chosen so that hk = u(TA). The proof of Proposi-

tion 4A.1 then follows from Proposition 1E.1. Actually, as we discussed in the

introduction, we do not verify (b) of Proposition 1F.1 in this paper.

B. Ti = /?7_1. We now verify (IE.4a); that is, Ti = /?7_1. This is proved by

continuing the given system to one in which it is possible to compute Ti directly.

We begin by defining the target system.

Let g: R —► 7? be any function which satisfies

(a) g G G2(R), limH_00 g(u) = -oo.

(b) g has exactly three local maxima. These are at Ay, By, and Cy.

(c) g(Ay) < g(By) < g(Cy).
(d) g has two local minima. These are at Dy and Ey.

Let Fy(Uy,U2) = g(Uy) - Ul Choose K > max{|£i|,|Ci|}, and let TV/ =

{(Uy,U2): [Uy\ < K,  \U2\ < K}.   One easily checks that if U G dNf, then U ■
VFy(U) <0.

Let F„(Uy,U2), 0 < 77 < 1, be a one parameter family of functions which satisfy

for each 77,

(a) Fn e C2(R2).
(b) FV(U) has at least three nondegenerate local maxima. These are at Av =

(0,0), 73", andC".
(c) FV(U) has at least two saddles. These are at Dv and Ev.

(d) By1 < D* < Any < E\ < C? and F^A") < Fr)(Br>) < F„(C»).

(e) FV(U) is a continuous function of 77 for each U eR2.

(f) FQ(U) = F(U) for each U G R2.
(g) There exists convex sets TVj7 G R2 which depend continuously on 77 such that,

for each 77, U ■ VF(U) <0iorUe dN?.

(h) If Uy = D\ or £?, then dFn/dUy = 0.
Now consider the system

(4B.I77) U' = V,        V =9V -VF„(U).

For each 77, 9 let W% be the unstable manifold at (An,0) for (4B.I77). We now

repeat our previous constructions for the new systems (4B.I77). Here we outline the

details.
Choose Vv so that if (Uv(z),Vn(z)) is a bounded solution of (4B.I77), then

11V" (2)|| < Vr,. We may assume that Vr, is independent of 77. Assume that V

satisfies V > Vr, for each 77. For 77 G [0,1] let

N2 = {(U,V):UeN?, \\V\\<V},

PD = {(U,V):Uy=Dl, Vx=0},
PE = {(U,V):Uy=Eny, V!=0},

TV = 7V2"\(PDUP^).
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Choose T so large that no nonconstant, bounded solutions of (4B.I77) exist for

any r),9>T. As before, we assume that Fr,(C1>) is so big that if (U(z), V(z)) e W%

with 9 <T, then U(z) ± C for all 2.

As in §2 we parametrize the trajectories in W%, 0 < 9 < T, by the rectangle

Dyn = {(tp,9):0<<p<2rr, 0<9<T}.

As in the remarks following Lemma 2.6 we are only interested in half of Dy. Let

X2 - {U'- Dy1 <U < Ey1}. Choose qy(n) and q2(r)) to be points on, respectively,

the top and bottom sides of Xf^, similar to what is shown in Figure 2. As in

Lemma 2.6 there exists continuous functions ipy(r),9) and <p2(r],9) such that for

each n,9,i = 1,2, Ur>((pi(r],9),9)(z) leaves X% through .7,(77). We may choose

<Pi(t7,0) and <p2(rj,9) to depend continuously on 77 and 9. Let

D" = {(p,9) e D?:<pi(ri,0) < 9 < p2(n,9)},

X" = {(<p,B) G D*: ^(<p,9)(z) - (Br,, 0) as 2 - 00},

y = d^x".

Let

£" = {(U,V) e dN* : [\V[[<V}.

We may choose V" so large that if y G Y"1, then ^n(y)(z) leaves TV through £".

We now have a continuous mapping A" : !"> -» ff such that A77^) is equal to the

place where 7"(2/)(2) leaves TV.

Define j^T^YHy

gr>(s) = ((l-s)vy(ri,T) + s<p2(r1,T),T).

We can then define the algebraic object Tn corresponding to A"1 o </i. Of course,

r° = Tx. To prove that Ty = /?7-1 we show that T1 = p^"1 and that V is
independent of 77.

We now show that T1 = /?7_1. Note that when 77 - 1, (4B.I77) splits into the

product of the two, two dimensional systems:

(4B.2a) U[ = Vy,        V{ = 9Vy - h'(Uy)
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and

(4B.2b) U2=V2,        V2' = 9V2-2V2.

As in the remarks following Proposition 2.3, the trajectories in W{ are parametrized

by the points on the circle A6 = {U: \\U - A\[ = 8} for 8 sufficiently small. The

points in A6 are parametrized by the angle tp, where <p = 0 is chosen as in Figure

2. Let

11(<p)(z) = (U(<p)(z),V(v)(z))

be the trajectory in Wy corresponding to the angle tp. From (4B.2) it follows that

when tp = 0 or rr,

Ui(tp)(z) = Ay    and   Vy(<p) = 0   for all 2.

Moreover, V2(0)(z) > 0 and V2(ir)(z) < 0 for all z. We also have that U2(ir/2)(z) =

V2(rr/2)(z) = 0 for all z. Moreover, Vi(7r/2)(z) < 0 for all z. This implies that

tpy(l,T) = 0 and <p2(l,T) = n, if qy(l) and 92(1) are chosen appropriately.

Let £* = {U: (U,V) G <f\ Uy < Ay}. Because U[(tp)(z) < 0 for tp g [0,tt] it

follows that if tp G [0, tt], then U(<p)(z) leaves TV/ through £ *. We parametrize £ * by

the angle w shown in Figure 5. We then have the continuous map $: [0, tt] —► [0, tt]

where $(<p) is the value of w corresponding to the place where U(<p)(z) leaves TV/.

LEMMA 4B.1.   $ is an increasing function of tp.

PROOF. We prove the lemma by showing that if tpy ^ <p2, then U(tpy)(zy) /

U(<p2)(z2) for any 21 and 22. The picture is then like what is shown in Figure 5.

Suppose that there exists tpy, tp2, zy, z2 such that U(<py)(zy) = U(<p2)(z2).

Assume that tpy < <p2. Clearly, either <py < <p2 < ir/2 or 7r/2 < tpy < p2. We

assume that <py < <p2 < ir/2. The other case is similar. Since (4B.2) is a product

system, there exists £, 77 such that, up to translation,

U(tpy)(z) = (Uy(ir/2)(z),U2(0)(z - 0)

and

U(tp2)(z) = (Uy(rr/2)(z),U2(0)(z-ri)).

Therefore,

Uy(rr/2)(zy)=Uy(n/2)(z2)

and

^2(0)(21-e) = f/2(0)(22-77).

Since Uy(7r/2)(z) and U2(0)(z) are monotonic it follows that 21 = z2 and Zy — £ =

22 — 77. Hence, £ = 77. If tpy ^ tp2, then this is clearly impossible, thus proving the

lemma.

LEMMA 4B.2.  T1 =/?7_1.

PROOF. A (^-partition is {0,7r/2,7r}. In the notation of §2, A1 057(0) G £2,

A1 0(7(71-/2) G £3, and A1 og(n) G £4. From the definitions, and the preceding result

we find that A1 o g(s) G lg for some s G (0, tt/2), and A1 o g(s) G l~ for some

s e (7r/2,7r). The result now follows from Table 1 in §2.

It remains to prove that Tv = /?7-1 for each 77; that is, Tn depends continuously

on 77. We only outline the proof. Let J = {77: V = /?7-1}. We have shown that
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J is nonempty. J is open because everything depends continuously on 77. The only

thing that could stop J from being closed is if, for some 77, 7" (d)(2) does not leave

TV for some d = (tp, T). However, T was chosen so that if d = (tp, T), then deY11.

If d G y, then we know that 7"(d)(2) must leave TV. This completes the proof.

C. The unstable manifold at (75,0). In this section we show that WB, the

unstable manifold at (B, 0) for a given 9 > 0, generates elements of F4 in a way

similar to WA. The construction is a little different from before, so we go through

it in some detail.

As in §2 we may assume that F(C) is so big that if (U(z),V(z)) G WB, then

U(z) ^ C for all 2 and lini;,-^ U(z) ^ C. Together with (2.2) this implies that

each nontrivial trajectory in WB, 9 > 0, must leave TV. We choose V so large that

each nontrivial trajectory in WB leaves TV through £.

As with WA we parametrize the nontrivial trajectories in WB; however, now

we parametrize the nontrivial trajectories in WB by the points in a cylinder. Let

Bg = {U: \\U-B\\=8}.
The key to the parametrization is the following

PROPOSITION 4C.1. 7/<S is sufficiently small, then (a) for each U G Bg there
exists a unique V such that (U,V) G WB, and (b) if (U(z),V(z)) is a nontrivial

trajectory in WB, then there exists a unique 2n such that U(zq) G Bg.

This is proved by linearizing the system at (73, 0), proving the result for the

linear system, and then using the fact that WB is tangent to the unstable manifold

of the linear system at (B,0).

Now parametrize the points in Bg by the angle tp as shown in Figure 6. That

is, tp = 0 corresponds to the point (By - 8,B2) and <p increases in the clockwise

direction.

In the construction of T£ and 1^ it was necessary to have the "base points" qy

and q2 shown in Figure 2. We need a base point now. Throughout this section we

assume that

lB(v,9)(z) = (Ub(<P,9)(z),Vb(<P,9)(z))

is the trajectory in WB corresponding to the angle tp.

LEMMA 4C.2. Fix 9 and choose q G dX3. Then there exists <p3(9) such that

Ub('P3(9),9)(z) leaves X3 at q. Moreover, p3(9) can be chosen to depend continu-

ously on 9.

The proof of this result is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.6 so we do not give

the details. Let q0 be the point shown in Figure 6. That is, if q0 = (q*,q2), then

q2 = B2. For each 9, let <p3(0) be such that UB(<p3(9), 9) leaves X3 at q0.
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Figure 7

Let £>b be the cylinder

DB = {(<P,9):tpe[0,2-K], 0<9<T}

where we identify <p = 0 with tp = 2ir. Recall that if (<p,9) G 2?B, then ib(<P,6)(z)

must leave TV through £. Define $: £>B —► TV where $((£>, 0) is equal to the place

where 7B (<£>,(?) (2) leaves TV.

Let £B equal the set of continuous functions from [0,1] to Db such that o(0) =

g(l) e {(<p,0): <P = <P3(9)}- For g G Sb, ®°9 defines a curve in £. As in §2 we can

assign to $ o g an element A(g) of F4. We do not go through the details because

the construction is the same as in §2.

The key result of this section is

PROPOSITION 4C.3.   If g e Qb, then there exists an integer r such that

(4C.1) A(g) = (aprl^l)T.

PROOF. Assume, for convenience, that <p3(6) = 0 for each 9. Define gy G Sb by

(4C.2) gy(s) = (2irs,T).

Let g\: R —► Db be the lift of gy to R. That is, if s G R and n < s < n+1, then

9y(s) — 9i(s - n). For each integer r define gr(s): I —» Cg by gr(s) = gl(rs). Then

gr(I) is a curve which winds around Db r times.

Now assume that g € $b- Clearly there exists an integer r such that g is

homotopic to gr relative to Db- It is a fact (which we do not prove here) that if g

is homotopic to gr relative to Db, then A(g) = A(gr). Clearly

M9r) = [A(<7i)]r.

To complete the proof of the proposition it remains to prove that

(4C.3) A((7l) = a/37"1<5~1.

The proof of (4C.3) is very similar to the proof that Ty = /?7_1. We continue

the given system (1A.4) to the product system (4B.2). One can compute A for the

product system explicitly. One then proves that A is invariant under the continu-

ation. We do not give the details, however in Figure 7 we show the projection of

various trajectories in WB for (4B.2) with 9 very large.

REMARK. Suppose that g(s) is a continuous map from [0,1] to Db, but g(s) £

{(<p,9): tp = tp3(9)} for all s. Then g £ Db, but Tog still defines a curve in £ to

which we can define an element of F4.  It is not hard to verify that because g is
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homotopic to the constant function relative to Db we have that A o g is the trivial

element of F4. Hence, (4C.1) still holds, except now, r = 0.

We will need a result a bit more general than Proposition 4C.3. We must "fatten"

Bg a little and consider trajectories close to the trajectories in WB. Let 6 be as in

Proposition 4C.1 and A = 8/2. For each tp G [0,27r], 9 G (0,T] there is a unique

point (UB(<P,9),VB(<P,9)) G Wb such that \\UB(<p,9) -B[[ = 8. Let

C=     (J    (UB(<p,O),VB(tp,0)),

(<P,6)€Db

CX = {(U,V):\\(U,V)-C\\<X},

p = {(U,V) eCx:U = U(<p3(9),9) for some 9}.

Recall that for each 9, U(tp3(0),9)(z) leaves X3 at the point q0. By making A

smaller, if necessary, we may assume that if p G P and 7(p)(2) is the solution of

(1A.4) with 7(p)(0) = p, then U(p)(z) leaves X3 through its left side.

Now let G* be the set of all continuous functions g: [0,1] —* C\ such that g(0) =

g(i) e P.
Making A still smaller, if necessary, we may assume that if p G C\, then 7(p)(2)

leaves TV through £. Let $*(p) equal the place where 7(p)(2) leaves TV. If g G G7*,

then $* oj: [0,1] —► £ defines a continuous, closed curve in £. We can define A(g),

an element of F4, as before. From Proposition 4C.3 it follows that if A is sufficiently

small, then we have

PROPOSITION 4C.4.   If ge G*, then A(g) = (a/?7~1<5~1)r for some integer r.

REMARK. As with the remark following Proposition 4C.3, if g: [0,1] —► C\ and

g(s) £ P for all s, then we can still define A(g). In this case, (4C.1) holds with

r = 0.

D. Tk —► Tfc+i. We now verify that Tk and Tk+y satisfy (c) of Proposition 1F.1.

That is, we prove

PROPOSITION 4D.1.   Let fc be a positive integer.   Then there exists TA G F4,

TB G F4, and an integer r such that

(a) TArB G T*k and

{b) TA(a^-16-1YTB eT%+1.

REMARK, r may be positive, negative, or zero.

PROOF. The proof of this result is split into a number of steps. To begin with

recall how Tk was defined. We started with a map Ik e § which satisfies (4A.1).

From 7fc we defined Tl(Ik), and making cancellations we obtained Tk- Tk does

not depend on Ik in the sense that any function I'k G Q which is homotopic to

7fc relative to Y yields the same IV We shall now be more careful about how we

choose Ik.

In addition to (4A.1) we require that Ik(so) G Ck for one and only one sq G [0,1].

That is, Ik(s) touches Ck at one point which we denote by pk- We shall describe

how to choose pk shortly.

First we describe how to define 7fc+i. It will be the union of three curves. These

are

(a)    Ik(s) for 0 < s < s0,

(4D.1) (b)    Ck,
(c)    Ik(s) for s0 < s <1.
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More specifically, Ck is homeomorphic to the unit circle.  Say Ck is given by the

map L: I —>Y where 7/(0) = L(l) = pk. Let

{7fc(3s0s) for 0 < s < |,

L(3s-1) for|<«<§,

7fc(3(l-s0)s-2 + 3so)    for|<s<l.

Hence, to obtain 7fc+i from Ik we attach the loop Ck-

Let 77 = {771,..., 77k} be an 7/t-partition. Choose j so that rjj < so < t]j+i. In

the notation of §2, we assume that r)j+1 — rjj is so small that e,+i = 0. There is

no problem with this assumption because any refinement of an 7/t-partition is also

an /fc-partition. Let T^ = A^1 • • • Xe„' and TB = A^ • • ■ Xe^. From the definitions

we have that r*(7fc,77) = r„rB. Hence, TATB G T*k.

We now compute r*(7fc+i). We must find an 7fc+i-partition, 77*. But we are

two-thirds of the way done because 7^+1 consists of three pieces and we have a

partition of two of them. To (4D.la) corresponds the sequence TA, and to (4D.lb)

corresponds TB. Suppose that the, yet to be computed, sequence corresponding to

(4D.lb) is denoted by T*(Ck). Then,

p(jfc+1,77*) = rA[r*(GVj]rB.

Therefore, it remains to prove that

T*(Ck) = (ah-H-x)T

for some integer r.

Choose y e Ck. Then from Proposition 3.4 there exists x G Xk such that

Hz — 2/|| < 8k where 6k has yet to be determined. By making 8k small, l(y)(z) will

lie as close to 7(x)(2) as we please, for as long as we please. Since limz_oo 7(2) (2) =

(73, 0) it follows that ^(y)(z) passes arbitrarily close to (B, 0). As it leaves a small

neighborhood of (B, 0), 7(2/)(2) must lie very close to WB. Hence, by choosing 8k

small we have that 7(2/)(2) G C\ for some 2. Recall that C\ was defined in the

previous section. We now have a mapping

G: Ck —► C\

given by G(y) = 7(2/)(2) where 2 is chosen so that 7(3/)(2) G C\. We may certainly

choose 2 so that G(y) is continuous.

We now consider two cases. Let P be as in the preceding section. If G(yo) G P,

for some yo, let pk = y0. Then G o L(Ck) G G*. It follows from Proposition 4C.4

that
A(GoL(Gfc)) = (a/?7"1«5-1)r

from some integer r. However, from the definitions, A(G o L(Ck)) = T*(Ck) so the

proof of the proposition is complete.

It remains to consider the case G(y) $. P for all y. Let pk be arbitrary now. We

still have that G(Ck) is a continuous curve in C\. The remark following Proposition

4C.4 implies that A(GoL(Ck)) = (q/?7-1^"1)'" for r = 0. Because A(GoL(Ck)) =

T*(Gfc) we are done.

E. Completion. There are two steps remaining in the reduction of the proof of

the theorem to the algebraic problem, Proposition 4E.1. We must prove

,        . (a)    (b) of Proposition (1E.1),
l4I"-lj (b)    hk=w(TA).
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As we mention in the introduction, we are not able to even define ||rfc|| in this

paper, let alone prove (4E.la). We must first develop quite a bit of the algebraic

theory before we can define ||rfc||. We point out however that in [1, Proposition

5A.l] we prove the weaker result that for any integer M there exists K such that

if fc > K, then |rfc| > M.
It remains to verify (4E.lb). Recall the point Pk defined in the preceding section.

From Proposition 2.6 and the definition of TA we conclude that h(pk) = cj(r,4). So

we are done if we can show that h(pk) = hk.

Choose x e Xk. Now U(x)(z) winds back and forth hk times, and then enters

B8 = {U: \\B - U\\ < 8} where 8 is as in Proposition 4C.1.
By continuous dependence, if <5o is sufficiently small, then U(pk)(z) will wind

back and forth hk times and then enter Bs. By assumption, 7(pfc)(2) G P for

some 2. From the definition of P, after ^(pk)(z) leaves Bs it proceeds to leave X3

through its left side. Hence, after entering Bs, U(pk)(z) does not wind around any

more, thus proving the desired result.

REMARK. We have yet to explain why Remark 2 in § ID is true. Recall that in

our definition of D in §2 we only considered values of (tp,9) for which <py(0) < <p <

<p2(9). We proved that for each positive integer K there exists a traveling wave

solution with winding number K or K + 1. Moreover, the traveling wave solution

corresponds to a value of (tp,9) with <py(9) < tp < <p2(9). We could have just as

easily assumed that tp £ [tpy(9), <p2(9)]. This would have given us another traveling

wave solution with winding number K or K + 1.
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